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I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding ultrafast magnetization dynamics on the nanoscale is a challenging problem in modern magnetism research with direct impact on the quest for faster and smaller storage devices. Probing the magnetization elementspecifically and on the nanometer lengthscale is a prerequisite when studying technologically relevant systems with their complex compositions.
In a pioneering experiment in 1996, it was discovered by Beaurepaire and co-workers 1 that the magnetization in a ferromagnet can be quenched by an ultrashort laser pulse within a few hundred femtoseconds. Since then, many studies supported this so-called ultrafast demagnetization, see, e.g., Refs. 2-5. However, all these studies address either (using the magneto-optic Kerr effect) the netmagnetization of a homogeneously magnetized sample with a spatial resolution of about 1 μm at best, 6 or (using Xrays from femtoslicing sources 7 ) the magnetization of a homogeneously magnetized sample in an element-selective way. [8] [9] [10] [11] While those measurements address magnetization dynamics down to the sub-100 fs scale, spatial information on the nanometer lengthscale is not accessible due to wavelength or flux limitations, respectively. High-quality scattering or imaging experiments are, however, possible -though without the desired time resolution -at "standard" synchrotron radiation sources via scanning transmission X-ray microscopy or Fourier transform X-ray holography, which also offers a microscopy mode. [13] [14] [15] With the advent of vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) and X-ray free-electron lasers (FEL) with their high peak brilliance and short pulse lengths in the 100 fs range it becomes possible for the first time to access the ultrafast time and the nanometer lengthscales simultaneously. Pioneering experiments showing the feasibility of single-as well as multi-shot experiments at FEL sources were performed on cobalt-platinum multilayer samples at the M-and L-edges of cobalt. 16, 17 Experiments at FEL sources require specialized experimental stations tailored to the scientific problem. Here, we describe a flexible small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) endstation that can be used at any FLASH beamline for pump-probe experiments. The general layout of such experiments is sketched in Fig. 1 . The setup was so far used for resonant magnetic scattering measurements at the Medges of cobalt and for a standard scattering experiment, i.e., scattering from charge inhomogeneities, at the same energy.
At the FERMI@ELETTRA FEL one beamline is dedicated to diffraction and projection imaging. The local endstation 18 will offer similar measurement possibilities and, as a permanent endstation, is well integrated in the beamline. The linac coherent light source at SLAC offers a beamline dedicated to soft X-rays with an energy range from 480 eV up to 2 keV for which also an endstation for pump-probe type scattering and imaging experiments exists. 19 With its different energy range this endstation can be seen as complementary to the endstation described here. At this beamline resonant Xray holography of magnetic systems at FELs was pioneered recently. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The free-electron laser source FLASH in Hamburg provides linearly polarized, ultrashort light pulses with a duration between ≈ 30 fs and 300 fs in the VUV to soft X-ray regime. Wavelengths in the range from 4.45 nm up to 47 nm are available in the fundamental of the undulator. 21 FLASH offers 5 different beamlines, of which only one receives the FEL beam at any given time. Beamlines PG1 and PG2 use highresolution grating monochromators to deliver bandwidths narrower than the native λ/λ ≈ 1% delivered by FLASH, 22 or allow to select higher harmonics for the experiment. 23 Beamlines BL1-BL3, in contrast, do not use monochromators. Higher harmonics are suppressed by using carbon coated mirrors. 24 An infrared (IR) pump laser is available at all BL beamlines and at PG2. All FLASH beamlines allow the dedicated user-provided experimental chamber to be connected by a standardized CF flange. Further details on the FLASH facility and the beamlines can be found in Refs. 24, 25, and 26 and references therein.
All experimental endstations used at FLASH are installed only temporarily at the assigned beamline. Therefore, any setup has to be either easy to assemble at the beamline or transportable in its working configuration.
For the SAXS setup we designed a chamber that is transportable in its working configuration (Figs. 2-4 ). For the design the following requirements were taken into account:
r UHV compatibility -A pressure lower than 10 and BL3. The FEL beam direction is along the x direction and the IR laser beam enters along negative y direction. For clarity, the turbo pump attached at the bottom of the sample chamber, the vacuum gauge attached to the timing cross, and the x and y motors for the absorber and sample translators are omitted. Dimensions are given in millimeters. The measures denote the lengths of the components (lower) and (upper) the distance of the sample from the FEL exit-flange as well as the sample-detector distance. See Fig. 3 and text for details.
The chamber is mounted on top of a movable base frame. Fine alignment is achieved via the motorized T-shaped pedestal of the base frame offering a travel of 70 mm in x, 180 mm in y, and 90 mm in z direction. Two independent actuators for the y and three for the z directions allow for tilt corrections around any chosen center of rotation. The maximum rotation angle is depending on the position of the point of rotation and is of the order of a few degrees when rotating around a point within the base frame.
The chamber is constructed with standard vacuum CF components to allow for flexible rearrangement. The different components are described in the following.
The first component (in FEL beam direction) is a solidstate absorber. It is housed in the first double-cross (CF40) and consists of absorber foils which can be changed by a three-axes translator offering 100 mm travel perpendicular to the FEL beam in z direction. The other two axes offer 25 mm of travel in x and y directions and are used for initial alignment of the foils (Figs. 2 and 3 ). The absorber is used mainly for alignment purposes to adjust the FEL fluence to a level at which no damage is induced in the sample or detector. The absorbers for 60 eV are listed in Table I .
The following double-cross (CF40/CF63) houses the optical incoupling unit. The IR laser is externally reflected upwards by a periscope equipped with two 2 in. diameter silver mirrors to match the 200 mm beam height difference between FEL and IR laser (Fig. 4) . A 600 mm focal length fused-silica lens is used to focus the IR beam onto the sample. The lens can be translated over 150 mm in beam direction to match the IR beamsize to the FEL beamsize at the sample position. The IR beam is then coupled into the chamber through a highquality fused-silica window (CF63) and reflected onto the sample by a rectangular metal mirror (Fig. 3) . Spatial overlap of both beams at the sample position is achieved by manually moving the IR laser position using the angle-adjustment screws of the mirror mounts at the periscope. Both lasers can be observed in the sample plane by a fluorescent screen made of microscopic YAG crystals, painted onto a small piece of steel (Fig. 5) . The FEL beam passes approximately 5 mm below the mirror so that both beams are quasi-collinear with an angular deviation of <3
• . The third cross (CF40) houses the timing device to establish the temporal overlap of IR and FEL pulses. A grid of gold wires can be moved into the beam by a manual translation and rotation stage. The grid scatters both types of radiation, which are then detected by a fast photodiode (200 ps rise time, IRD AXUVHS11) (Fig. 3 ). The signal of the photodiode is visualized by a fast oscilloscope and by changing the optical path length of the IR laser both peaks are moved to the same position relative to a trigger signal. 28 Using this procedure both pulses can be synchronized well within ±50 ps. Fine adjustment is established by observing the response of the magnetic scattering signal to pumping. The rough timing procedure via the photodiode is usually done only once at the beginning of the experiment. The timing, once established, is stable apart from a slow drift of usually 1 ps/h which can be monitored via FLASH diagnostic equipment during the experiment. 26 The adapter piece from the CF40 flange to the CF100 sample chamber houses a manual pneumatic shutter to protect the sample and the CCD camera from IR and FEL radiation during alignment and timing procedures.
The sample chamber consists of a CF100 cube and a CF40 3-axis translator attached to its top. The sample holder is attached to a holding rod mounted at the top flange of the translator. The translator offers 100 mm travel in z and 25 mm in x and y directions. The sample holder can accommodate two 23.5 × 23.5 mm 2 samples and a fluorescence screen; smaller samples are mounted via adapter plates (Fig. 5) . In order to change samples, the carrier rod is taken out at the top flange of the translator to minimize eventual damage to parts inside the chamber.
An aperture with a diameter of 1.5 mm can be moved manually to a position a few millimeters in front of the sample to absorb FEL stray light which otherwise contaminates the scattering image. Behind the sample a linear-rotary feedthrough carries a beamstop made from a stretched silverplated copper wire ( < 0.5 mm) with a drop of tin solder ( ≈ 1 mm) at its end. The beamstop completely absorbs the high-intensity direct beam and prevents damage of the CCD detector.
Additionally, viewports allow to visually check the alignment of the sample. Direct observation of the sample and the FEL or IR beam on a fluorescence screen is done via a longdistance microscope (field of view 1.6 mm-20.3 mm depending on the zoom setting at a working distance of ≈ 33 cm).
Finally, the detector unit contains the CCD camera and provides feedthroughs for the necessary cooling water and signal cables. The electrical feedthrough is implemented using a standard Sub-D feedthrough and the water feedthrough uses vacuum compatible copper-sealed VCR R connections. The CCD camera itself is an in-vacuum, Peltier-cooled soft X-ray CCD with 2048 × 2048 pixels resolution and a pixel size of 13.5 μm (Princeton Instruments, PiMte2048). It is mounted on a supporting L-shaped rod attached to the rear flange that also incorporates the feedthroughs. The sampledetector distance is adjustable in a few fixed steps by different lengths of CF100 tubes and distance parts. Typically, we used distances between = 55 mm and 130 mm when working at around 60 eV (M-edge) and around = 600 mm would be necessary when using 778 eV (Co L-edge) to fit the observed Q range to the typical domain size distributions in our samples.
The CCD camera is sensitive to soft X-ray radiation as well as to visible light and IR radiation. Therefore, the pumplaser radiation and other optical stray light has to be blocked by a filter. Here, a free standing, 250 nm thick aluminum filter with an opening of 32 × 32 mm 2 glued on an aluminum support is mounted directly onto the camera head, approximately 5 mm from the CCD chip. The filter has a transmission of 70% at 60 eV while it totally blocks visible and IR radiation. The volume between chip and filter is evacuated via the camera's venting valve and two venting grooves cut into the filter support. The grooves are meander shaped to prevent the transmission of straylight. An alternative filter type uses 100 nm thick aluminum supported by a nickel mesh. This filter offers higher overall transmission of ≈86% at 60 eV but with the drawback of shadowing by the mesh superimposed onto the image. Due to the transmission behavior of aluminum these filters can be used at energies from 20 eV-70 eV and at energies higher than 400 eV where the transmission becomes better than ≈50% of the value at 60 eV again.
At the bottom of the sample chamber a CF100 turbo pump with a pumping speed of 260 l/s is attached to evacuate the chamber to a pressure p m < 6 × 10 −6 mbar that is needed before the valves may be opened to the FLASH beamline.
Evacuating the chamber down to a pressure of around 10 mbar has to be done slowly as the volume between CCD chip and filter is evacuated through rather small slits and the filter itself can only withstand small pressure differences. Pumping speeds of 10 mbar/s have so far proven safe. Once a pressure of ≈ 10 mbar is reached, the chamber can be evacuated to p m within 10 min even if the CCD camera is switched on and is already cooling. The minimum pressure reachable with the CCD camera switched on is ≈ 5 × 10 −7 mbar. With this fast pumping, samples can be changed within less than an hour where most time is used to warm up the CCD camera prior to venting to prevent condensation on the chip.
The 800 nm femtosecond pump-laser beam is supplied by the FLASH facility and its detailed setup is described in Ref. 26 . In our case, we used a Hydra amplifier delivering sub 100 fs pulses with an energy of up to 1 mJ at the experiment.
The beam diameter is about 20 mm after the exit flange of the laser beamline. The pulses are available at a frequency of 10 Hz and are electronically synchronized to the soft Xray pulses from FLASH. The temporal jitter is on the order of 300 fs; different devices to measure the jitter on a shot-by-shot basis are now available. 26, 29, 30 The setup can be used for single-and multi-shot pumpprobe experiments. While single-shot experiments yield the highest time resolution only limited by the accuracy of the jitter determination, multi-shot exposures offer improved counting statistics which is limited only by the number of shots averaged. The time resolution in this case is governed by the synchronization jitter. Aside from the high time resolution in single-shot operation mode, high pump fluences, which alter the sample irreversibly can be explored.
III. APPLICATION EXAMPLES
A. Pump-probe resonant magnetic small-angle X-ray scattering SAXS allows to measure structures in a sample on a sub-micrometer lengthscale depending on the observed Qrange. 31 We use specially prepared samples with out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy with a typical domain size of 100 nm. This magnetic structure is probed by tuning the photon energy to the Co M 2,3 absorption edge such that the scattering is sensitive to the different population of electronic states of cobalt in domains of opposite magnetization direction.
The resonant magnetic scattering amplitude f can be expressed for each lattice site by where e and e represent the polarization unit vectors of the incident and scattered waves, respectively, M denotes the sample magnetization, and F the resonant scattering amplitudes for charge (F c ) and magnetic (F m ) scattering. While F m 1 describes scattering within the framework of the X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) effect, [33] [34] [35] [36] the third term in Eq. (1) describes the scattering due to linear magnetic dicroism. This term is zero in the here presented case as the sample's magnetization and the incident X-ray polarization directions are perpendicular. Therefore, only the second term contributes to the magnetic scattering.
FLASH delivers horizontally polarized radiation. After the scattering process, the magnetically scattered radiation has vertical polarization, whereas the charge scattered radiation remains horizontally polarized, such that both wave fields cannot interfere at the detector. 37 Generally, the total intensity measured on the detector is given by
Here, Q denotes the wave-vector transfer, r j the position of the jth atom, and f j the scattering amplitude from Eq. (1). In the special case of linearly polarized radiation combining both equations leads to
This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitationnew. with the electron density structure factorF c and the magnetic structure factorM 1 being the Fourier transforms of F c and MF m 1 , respectively, which relate the real-space structure to the scattering image.
In the case of XUV SAXS discussed here, the sample thickness is severely limited due to the strong absorption. As the absorption of any material varies strongly with the photon energy, the optimum sample thickness has to be determined for each sample separately but is likely to be in the range from a few tens up to hundreds of nanometers. For our samples, we typically use free-standing 50 nm thick Si 3 N 4 membranes as substrate with a transmission of ≈37% at a beam energy of ≈ 60 eV corresponding to the M-edge of cobalt and for the multilayer films typically a total platinum thickness of ≈ 23 nm and ≈ 13 nm of cobalt. Including the substrate the samples transmit about 1% of the radiation.
In detail, the samples used are ferromagnetic (Co 0.8nm Pt 1.4nm ) 16 multilayer films with an out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy grown via electron-cyclotron and direct-current magnetron sputtering on a Si 3 N 4 membrane. The membrane window size is 250 × 250 μm 2 . Details of the growth process are published in Refs. 38 and 39. The lengthscales of charge inhomogeneities are different from those of the magnetic domain structure due to the growth process, so that charge and magnetic scattering intensities appear well separated in the scattering image. 13, 40, 41 Thus, the observed scattering ring can be seen as purely magnetic and the observed intensities I are a measure of the magnetization via M ∝ √ I . These kinds of samples have also been used in proof-of-principle experiments. 17 After the deposition process, the samples can be treated magnetically to exhibit either an isotropic worm domain pattern or a partially ordered stripe domain phase. This is achieved by out-of-plane demagnetization or in-plane magnetization, respectively. All data shown here are taken from samples in the worm domain phase, which is close to equilibrium. Accordingly, an isotropic scattering ring is observed (Fig. 6(a) ).
As detailed above, the sample magnetization can be followed in scattering experiments via observation of the inten- Results from a pump-probe experiment with interleaved unpumped references measurements averaging 100 FEL shots at a repetition rate of 10 Hz for each data point. Evaluation has been done according to Fig. 6 and some typical error bars are given. Unpumped reference and pumped data have been taken in alternating order and with increasing delay time (top axis) as indicated by arrows in (a). In terms of the dynamics in question negative delay times imply an effectively unpumped sample, as the probe pulse impinges on the sample before the pump pulse. Even at negative time delay a clear difference in the scattering peak intensity I is observed. This can only be explained by a static heating effect due to the repeated energy deposition by both, the pump and probe pulses. (b) The peak width w undergoes an ageing effect particularly during the first 4 measurements, i.e., the domain-width distribution becomes narrower. See text for details.
sity of the magnetic scattering image, while the position of the peak in Q-space is a measure of the average domain width. Additionally, in coherent mode changes in the speckle pattern are accessible.
42, 43
The Q dependent strength of the scattering signal is extracted from the CCD data via radial integration around the center position (Fig. 6) . The beamstop region and the highintensity streaks from scattering of the membrane-window edges are masked beforehand so that data at Q ≤ 0.013 nm −1 are not available. From S(Q) the strength I of the magnetic scattering, the average domain widths l and the distribution of the domain widths w can be extracted.
The intense IR and FEL radiation deposits a considerable amount of heat in the sample. While this is not an issue for single-shot mode in multi-shot experiments the heating effect might interfere with the measurement and, therefore, has to be measured or minimized. In a multishot experiment, i.e., when many FEL shots are averaged in one CCD exposure, at the maximum repetition frequency (10 Hz) of FLASH a static heating effect due to energy deposition in the system is observed in addition to the ultrafast demagnetization process ( Fig. 7(a) ). The repeated energy deposition in the sample by the IR and FEL light pulses heats up the sample system leading to a smaller magnetization M and consequently to a smaller peak intensity I. The heating effect from the IR laser becomes obvious at negative delay times and overlays with the decrease of I, induced by ultrafast demagnetization at positive delay times. Heating due to the FEL pulses alone cannot be quantified by the data. However, the amount of energy deposition of FEL and IR radiation is similar and, therefore, it can be presumed that their effect on heating and hence Peak height I (a.u.) 6   FIG. 8 . At a reduced repetition frequency of 1 Hz, the heating effect observed when using the full repetition rate of 10 Hz (Fig. 7(a) ) is no longer significant. Data points have also been taken in an alternating unpumped/pumped order.
Number of measurement
diminishing of the scattering signal are of similar magnitude. As each data point represents an average over 100 shots with high repetition rate, the base temperature of the sample rises continuously and it is hence not possible to relate the change in the magnetic scattering to a temperature change of the magnetic film. All single measurements shown in Fig. 7 are done on the same sample being not irradiated by XUV or IR radiation beforehand and the delay time t was increased monotonically. Therefore, a possible aging of the sample due to the irradiation can be observed. For the peak intensity I in the unpumped case no systematic change can be observed. This implies that the multi-layer system as such stays intact for the here used small fluences. The increased scattering of the data from measurement number 23 on points towards an aging of other than magnetic parameters of the sample. The sample is strongly heated by each IR and FEL pulse 17 transiently and in this case also statically so that a change of elastic parameters, e.g., due to recrystallization, is expected. This leads, after a certain point, to a change in details of the sample's waviness which influences the scattering intensities. Apart from that, in the pumped case the development of the intensity follows qualitatively the expectations for a demagnetization experiment. When looking at the width of the scattering peak (Fig. 7(b) ) a clear evolution towards a more narrow scattering ring is observed. This is due to the fact that the domain system is not completely in its equilibrium configuration at the beginning of the experiment and, therefore, a broader domain-width distribution exists. Being exposed to the radiation domain-wall depinning processes are triggered, the system is driven towards the equilibrium distribution and, therefore, the domain-width distribution narrows. Note further that a small difference in w exists for the pumped and unpumped case.
For the final experiment, the heating effect has been minimized by reducing the FEL and IR laser repetition rates to 1 Hz (Fig. 8) . The reduced heating leads effectively to a larger difference in the scattering strengths of the pumped and unpumped sample, respectively, and allows to follow unambiguously the ultrafast demagnetization as a function of delay time and flux. Furthermore, with the reduced mean temperature during the exposure it can be expected that the sample can withstand a greater num-
Magnetic scattering data from the same sample in (a) unpumped and (b) pumped condition. The delay time between pump and probe laser was set to 1.2 ps and the pump fluence was 18 mJ/cm 2 . In both cases, three FEL shots were averaged at 1 Hz repetition rate to minimize the heating effect (Fig. 7) .
Speckles cannot be resolved due to the large illuminated area and the short sample-detector distance.
ber of measurements as interdiffusion in the layer system is reduced.
When pumping the sample with the IR laser hence a clear decrease of the magnetic scattering intensity can be observed as expected for ultrafast demagnetization (Fig. 9) . The taken data show the pump flux dependence of ultrafast demagnetization (Fig. 10) . Fits with an exponential form (see, e.g., Refs. 44 and 45),
yield timescales for the demagnetization in the range of t ee = (240 ± 50) fs in accordance with literature, see e.g., Ref. the electron-electron thermalization time, t ep the electronphonon relaxation time, and t th describes the "long term" thermal relaxation rate (i.e., heat diffusion out of the irradiated area) of the sample. A describes the amount of demagnetization and B the recovery of the magnetization, whereas C describes the constant magnetization at times t < 0 s and is equal to 1 within the error due to the normalization. For the timescale t ep a value between 1 ps and 2 ps can be determined; t th cannot be determined reliably as it is several times longer than the maximum set delay time. Aside from the demagnetization timescale the scattering data can be analyzed with respect to spatial changes in the domain pattern giving insight into the physics of ultrafast demagnetization.
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B. High pump-laser fluence induced grid structures
FEL sources allow to take data with a single ultrashort pulse which allows to study, e.g., transient states. An example is the use of high pump powers that on their own destroy or alter the sample permanently as, e.g., melting or recrystallization.
One example for such a process are femtosecond-laserinduced modifications of glasses [48] [49] [50] or semiconductors. 51 The use of FELs to studies such phenomena will allow deeper insight into their dynamics at short timescales and at spatial lengthscales smaller than accessible with other techniques. In our experiment, using the same sample system as described in Sec. III A, we increase the power of the IR pump laser to about 120 mJ/cm 2 and set a time delay of 400 ps keeping all other parameters unchanged. With these settings the magnetization remains quenched upon arrival of the probe pulse and no magnetic signal is expected to be measured even though the measurement is done at the cobalt resonance. However, transient or permanent structures induced in the sample by the high-intensity pump laser can be studied.
Here, modifications ordered in a grid are induced in the sample system before it is destroyed by the high fluence of the FEL used in this experiment. This grid translates to a corresponding grid structure in the scattering image (Figs. 11(a)-11(c) ). We assume that shining the pump laser from the etchpit side directly onto the dielectric silicon nitride membrane ( Fig. 11(d) ) leads, via reflection from the bevels, to a modulation of the laser intensity distribution on the sample due to interference. The scattering contrast arises from the different electron density of the fraction of material that was modified in the intensity maxima of the IR-laser as the magnetization is quenched by the pump laser. From the condition for formation of interference maxima sin α n = n · λ · d −1 , we conclude that the characteristic lengthscale d between the modified areas is (790 ± 15) nm, which is compatible with the IR wavelength. In this experiment, only the spacing of the single modifications can be determined, whereas the atomic structure within each modified area is not accessible due to the long wavelength of the FEL radiation. However, with the now upcoming hard X-ray FELs it will be possible to resolve atomic dynamics during the modification process, which is otherwise inaccessible. The feasibility of such experiments has been demonstrated in a pioneering experiment by Lindenberg et al. 
IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We have designed a modular endstation suitable for the FLASH beamlines containing all key components, absorber, optical incoupling, time-zero measurement, sample chamber, beamstop, and detection unit. The chamber allows for pumpprobe measurements in standard SAXS geometry in the whole photon energy range offered by FLASH.
We have successfully used the chamber to pioneer magnetic scattering at FEL sources 16, 17 and to measure the spatial response of a cobalt-platinum multilayer system in a multidomain state during ultrafast demagnetization induced by an IR laser pulse. 47 Furthermore, the intra-pulse interaction of a high intensity FEL pulse with the magnetic system could be probed. 53 The experimental scheme provides access to the ultrafast dynamics of the magnetic domain system with spatial resolution on the nanoscale in an element-selective way. Furthermore, material modifications induced by a single highintensity IR pulse were observed.
Improvements will be made concerning the setup itself and its incorporation into the FLASH system. The CCD camera will be mounted movable for easy adjustment of the observable Q range and also the sample position will be made variable with respect to the FEL focus so that the beam size and therewith the fluence level on the sample can be set.
The ultimate goal of imaging magnetic domains during the demagnetization process will be tackled in future experiments. One of the most promising approaches -Fourier transform holography 13 -however requires circularly or at least elliptically polarized X-rays, which are at present not available at FLASH. Furthermore, the use of X-rays at the L-edge is preferable due to the higher spatial resolution. To this end, a transmission polarizer for the L-edges of the transition metals is under development 54 which can be used at FLASH beamlines adapted to higher energies in the range of 700 eV-800 eV. These kinds of polarizers employ the XMCD effect having different transmissions for left-and right-circularly polarized portions of the linearly polarized X-rays so that ≈60% of circular polarization can be obtained at a transmission of a few percent. This presents a good tradeoff between degree of polarization and intensity.
The ongoing upgrades of FLASH, especially the FLASH II project, will lead to easier access to these higher photon energies in the range of 800 eV. In addition, the possibility to deliver variable linear and circular polarization directly from the machine via a so-called "afterburner" in form of an AP-PLE III undulator 55 is under discussion. Together with the seeding then available for the FEL new ambitious experiments can be performed. The, via seeding, perfect synchronization to the pump laser and the complete circular polarization of the FEL beam will allow for combined ultimate-time-resolution pump-probe and holographic imaging experiments.
